
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-21: Words With Silent Consonants

Spelling Words Review

muscle

doubt

  subtle

  autumn

  column 

debris 

  ballet

  soften 

  yolk

  gourmet 

  castle 

  answer

  salmon 

  whistle

buffet

 wrestle

 knowledge

daughter

plumber

cupboard

 

breathless

active

wonderful

Challenge

handsome

yacht 

Circle the silent consonant in the following spelling words.  

1. y o l k             
                                         

2. m u s c l e                   

3. p l u m b e r                      

4.  g o u r m e t                
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a type of fish                          _________________________

6.  scattered pieces of garbage or trash                                _________________________

7.  a response to a question                               _________________________

8.  a meal in which people serve themselves from several dishes           _________________________
                   

                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    budot      ___________________      hint: to feel uncertain about something

10.  ntuamu        ___________________      hint: the season after summer and before winter
  
11.  mcunlo         ___________________      hint: a pillar that stands upright, often supporting a building

12.  scetal           ___________________       hint: fortress or stronghold
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Name: _________________________________  List D-21: Words With Silent Consonants

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

subtle ballet soften whistle

cupboard daughter knowledge wrestle 

13.   Please put the bag of flour back in the  _______________________.                  

14.   Professor Atkins has a lot of  _______________________  about exotic animals. 

15.  Ali's dad can  _______________________  very loudly.      

16. Grandma kneaded the bread dough in order to  _______________________  it.  

17. I had to  _______________________  the sock out of my dog's mouth because he wouldn't 

give it up easily. 
    

18. Shauna grabbed her  _______________________  slippers out of the closet before heading to 

dance practice. 

19. You can notice a  _______________________  change in the air when summer is almost over 

and the seasons are about to change. 

20. Mr. and Mrs. Delong have one  _______________________  and two sons.    
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which letters make up the suffix of the word, active?          __________________________

22. Which letters make up the suffix of the word, wonderful?                __________________________

23. Which letters make up the suffix of the word, breathless?               __________________________
      

24. Is the word, handsome, a noun, a verb, or an adjective?               __________________________

25. Identify the two silent consonants in the word, yacht.                      __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-21: Words With Silent Consonants

Spelling Words Review

  muscle

doubt

subtle

autumn

  column 

debris

ballet

   soften 

   yolk

   gourmet

   castle 

   answer 

   salmon

whistle 

 buffet

wrestle 

 knowledge

 daughter

plumber 

 cupboard

breathless

active

wonderful

Challenge

handsome

yacht 

Circle the silent consonant in the following spelling words.  

1. y o l k             
                                         

2. m u s c l e                   

3. p l u m b e r                      

4.  g o u r m e t                
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a type of fish                          salmon

6.  scattered pieces of garbage or trash                                debris

7.  a response to a question                               answer

8.  a meal in which people serve themselves from several dishes           buffet          
        

                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    budot      doubt       hint: to feel uncertain about something

10.  ntuamu        autumn       hint: the season after summer and before winter
  
11.  mcunlo         column       hint: a pillar that stands upright, often supporting a building

12.  scetal           castle       hint: fortress or stronghold
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Name: _________________________________  List D-21: Words With Silent Consonants

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

subtle ballet soften whistle

cupboard daughter knowledge wrestle 

13.   Please put the bag of flour back in the cupboard.                  

14.   Professor Atkins has a lot of knowledge about exotic animals. 

15.  Ali's dad can whistle very loudly.      

16. Grandma kneaded the bread dough in order to soften it.  

17. I had to wrestle the sock out of my dog's mouth because he wouldn't 

give it up easily. 
    

18. Shauna grabbed her ballet slippers out of the closet before heading to 

dance practice. 

19. You can notice a subtle change in the air when summer is almost over 

and the seasons are about to change. 

20. Mr. and Mrs. Delong have one daughter and two sons.    
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which letters make up the suffix of the word, active?          ive

22. Which letters make up the suffix of the word, wonderful?                ful

23. Which letters make up the suffix of the word, breathless?               less
      

24. Is the word, handsome, a noun, a verb, or an adjective?                adjective

25. Identify the two silent consonants in the word, yacht.                              ch
                                     LD
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